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Welcome
Hello, my name is Stan Seale. As a jazz educator and performer, I have created the String Meets
Swing program at the request of many friends and colleagues in the string world who miss having
the opportunity to experience being part of the jazz environment either in school, in professional life
or as a hobbyist.
Strings in general, and the violin in particular, have been a part of the American music scene since
colonial days, and for a large part of the early jazz age, from the 1890’s to about 1935, the violin was a
prominent feature in jazz ensembles and vaudeville pit orchestras. Also, in the imaginative back-up
arrangements written for jazz artists such as Billie Holliday, Charlie Parker, Diana Washington, Nat
King Cole, Frank Sinatra and many others, strings have been an important part of the artistic whole.
Therefore, I think it is fair to conclude, that strings and jazz are not as far apart from one another
within the musical sphere as some might imagine. The composer Maurice Ravel once stated that Jazz
is America’s classical music, and I for one would welcome the addition of more string participation in
this interesting and creative musical experiment.
Today, most jazz performers and teachers are wind or rhythm section people. Unfortunately
there are few string teachers that are experienced in jazz so it is difficult for a string student to have
access to meaningful jazz education…That’s the reason for this project. The selection of the material,
the style and formatting of the performances on the CD and in the included printed music have been
carefully designed to give the aspiring Jazz Violinist an entre’ into the protocols of a jazz performance
and some knowledge of some of the important artists, their styles and work.
As in most worthwhile endeavors, attention to detail, dedication, perspiration and an example to
follow are very important. Although this “first step” into the art, theory and craft of jazz won’t make
you a consummate expert, we do hope that it will give you a good track to run on. Most jazz musicians have mastered the important bebop heads available in the “Real Fake Books” and have transcribed solos and practiced favorite “licks” in all 12 keys from the jazz masters. We, the creators of
String Meets Swing sincerely hope that our humble endeavor will find a place in the music pedagogy, and be a pleasant and educational experience for all who utilize it.
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All That Jazz
Jazz is many different things to many different people. However, in its basic form and usual setting, Jazz is a musical performance of a Theme and Variations that commences with an introduction,
usually 4 or 8 bars long that establishes the key and tempo. This is followed by a tune or theme called
“the head” which is usually 32 measures, played by the whole group. This is followed by an undefined set of solos based upon the chord structure as played by the rhythm section (piano, possibly
guitar, bass and drums) without consideration of the thematic material. After the completion of the
final solo, often various soloists will trade 4 or 8 bar phrases with each other or the drums for a chorus
or two at which time the original theme is repeated, which with the possible addition of a short coda,
brings the piece to a conclusion.
Although the compositional element of the basic tune and possibly arranging considerations do
exist, except in the case of large combinations (12 or more performers), these are usually minor. The
improvised solos are the main attraction. Although to the lay listener, these improvisations may
seem without structure, melody or musicality; working jazz players have rehearsed and performed
these selections many times and the various elements of the solos from the chord structures (the
changes) to the riffs, licks and fills that make up the solos are an internalized part of the players musical programming and are second nature. This is the individual soloists “style”. In a manner of speaking, Jazz is not as much a finished product as a musical conversation between performers.
The basic themes or tunes that jazz musicians play come from various sources depending on the
style, age and interests of the players, the audience, instrumentation of the group and so on. As an
example, Jazz to the musicians of a college stage band is very different than Jazz to a group of WW2
vintage listeners. Some of these sources are:
•

Broadway Musical Tunes from the 1920’s to roughly 1980.

•

Swing era and Big Band music of the 1930’s to 1950.

•

Compositions of outstanding jazz artists (often based on the chords of older standard
tunes).

•

Folk, Black Gospel, Blues and Work Songs.

As in much of music, rules are made to be broken. The same is true of jazz. Some well known
jazz is even borrowed from the classics as in the case of the artistic and challenging “Spain” adapted
and recorded by pianist Chick Corea from Joaqim Rodriga’s Concierto de Aranjuez, a much admired
and Grammy awarded performance.
Jazz styles are also distinguished along similar lines. Some of these are:
Traditional Jazz. Also known as Dixieland Jazz or the New Orleans style, this music is very instrument specific with the easily discerned sound of the clarinet and “slush pump” trombone.
Some of the Dixieland artists are: Louis Armstrong, Pete Fountain, Kid Ory and The Dukes of
Dixieland. There are as well numerous historic pre-electric recordings of early traditional jazz.
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Swing Era and Big Band. A large corpus of music by very accomplished writers, arrangers and
musicians such as: Benny Goodman, Count Basie, Duke Ellington, Tom and Jimmy Dorsey,
Lionel Hampton, Glenn Miller, Ella Fitzgerald, Peggy Lee, Frank Sinatra and others almost too
numerous to mention.
Be-bop. This music pioneered in the 1940’s is the foundation of the “combo jazz” of the 1950’s
and 1960’s, the type of groups most commonly associated with the word “Jazz”. Most of its
luminaries were alumni and featured soloists of the big bands that graduated to form their
own groups. Well known artists include: Charlie (Bird) Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, Stan Goetz,
George Shearing, Gerry Mulligan, Miles Davis, John Coltrane, Thelonious Monk and others.
Hard Bop. The evolution of 50’s be-bop into a more serious, sophisticated style during the mid
1960’s and on that featured longer, more involved, complex and dissonant solos usually only
appreciated and understood by other jazz musicians with a first time focus on recording and
record sales. Artists include: Miles Davis, John Coltrane, Dexter Gordon, Lee Morgan, Usef
Lateef, McCoy Tyner, Ornette Colman, Art Blakey and many more.
Fusion. A type of jazz that included elements of Rock, Bop, Brazilian and Afro-Cuban music.
The music ranged from the very rock centered Steely Dan through Mongo Santa-Maria to the
more jazz oriented Chick Corea and Anthony Williams to the experimental music of the Yellow Jackets with pseudo-harmonic tune structures and complex poly-rhythms. Most of this
music is group specific.
Smooth Jazz. The latest entrance to the arena of jazz. More aptly named Smooth Rock/pop for
aging baby boomers, This music is largely the product of studio musicians and incorporates
much of fusion into a sound that is very radio friendly. Although of high quality, it is largely a
product of the recording studio, created for record sales and sadly lacks the spontaneous quality of being a conversation between musicians that distinguishes real jazz. It includes remakes of classic jazz tunes with a mix of new creations created by studio techniques such as
over-dubbing and doubling horn parts, includes vocal backgrounds, the use of electronic
drums and computer sequencing. Artists include: Boney James, Creig Chaquico, Brian Culbertson, Keiko Matsui, Chris Botti, Pat Matheny and The Rippingtons, with some pop vocals
thrown into the mix.
Neo-Swing. Some Swing Era music has been re-recorded and re-vitalized since 1990 by the NeoSwing groups. This includes movie music such as “When I Fall In Love” (Sleepless in Seattle)
and “For All We Know” (Bridges of Madison County), The Blues Brothers music and others.
Many re-makes of the great standards have been recently recorded by Linda Ronsdadt, Dianna
Krall, Harry Conick Jr. and Michael Buble’. Also groups that are more swing oriented such as
Big Bad Voodoo Daddy are popular and performing on recordings and at music festivals.
Although, the field of Jazz is diverse, this project will attempt to acquaint the recipient with the
most important concepts utilized by jazz musicians in various jazz related venues. This list includes:
Receptions, corporate, political, school, church social and some family events. Also, don’t forget the
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local Jazz club. Each piece in this collection has been picked because of its usefulness. The songs are
re-constructions of well known and often played jazz standards, a common practice in jazz. All but
three can be played as a counter-melody to the original. The correct and most used versions of these
pieces can be found in The Real Book available at most full service music stores or on-line. Most Jazz
musicians own and use these materials daily.
There are two basic musical elements that differentiate jazz from other forms of music. These are:
Phrasing. The use of staccato, legato and accents.
Swing. The playing of eight note groupings as triplets.
Through the use of articulation markings in the music, most phrasing considerations are minimized; the experienced jazz musician will instinctively know these without being reminded and automatically play them correctly. In this music, many of the articulations have been written in for the aid
of our students.
An understanding of swing is not difficult. In simple terms, a group of eight notes are played…
long, short or Duu-Bah. It is customary to write swung eight notes in the regular way:

However, they are played as if written like this:

Combinations of eighths and quarters are like this:
Anticipated 1st and 3rd beats Tied or loose are like this:

The following example puts it all together:

Each selection in this collection has a performance and instruction track. A careful study of the
instruction track with music in hand will steer you to a satisfactory interpretation of the material. The
chord symbols that the rhythm section plays during your ad-lib solo are also included for you to
study. A few hours with a good pop guitar or arranging teacher can show you how the notes that you
play interact with the chords to the songs. A picture is worth a thousand words and although jazz
violin playing is not very common, it is possible to watch a number of good western swing “fiddle”
players on country music videos. A great deal of bowing and fingering technique not covered here in
detail can be observed via this source.
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Most jazz and professional music is presented in the manuscript style. The publishers have
elected to continue in this convention.
Notes and additional instructions are included with each selection.
I sincerely hope this exploration into the world of jazz is a worthwhile, fun and rewarding journey for you. Welcome to the world of Jazz.

The Author

Stan Seale
Author & Composer

Producer & Publisher

Robert Barekyan
Violinist
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From The Strings
After many years of apathy, there is a growing re-occurrence of interest in the jazz violin. In this
environment, after 28 years of orchestral, chamber, and solo performing at high artistic levels in
Europe, and as an instructor, I have been introduced to jazz and have become energized by participation in this exciting musical phenomenon.
Although a thorough education in the European musical tradition is a valuable foundation and
asset, there are some musical subtleties in many world musical cultures that are not successfully addressed by the orthographic system of musical notation; jazz is one of these. Indeed as a professional
repertoire musician, I never dreamed that I would be discussing and teaching music with terms like:
one-sha bah du bop, sha bah du bop! But, this is the way of jazz.
Now, I wish to deal with issues specific to the playing of the violin in the jazz idiom. There are
roughly four areas where jazz playing differs from the playing of the standard literature of the 18th
and 19th century music. These are:
1. Swing. The “feel” that is created by making eighth note groupings into triplets. This feel will
be very pronounced at slower tempos such as in Autumn Serenade bar 21-28 and very relaxed
(almost straight eighths) at fast tempos such as Miles Smiles. Swing is a personal thing among
musicians and is often an important part of a soloist’s personal style. What creates this are accents and the general groupings of notes under each bow.
2. Bowing. For the jazz string player, this is the most important consideration. At very slow
speeds, one bow per one or two notes is usual. For most medium tempo Latin and swing
pieces, two to four notes per bow gives a smooth motion for the eighth notes but at the fast
tempos, one bow for four eighth notes is a good general rule of thumb. These generalities of
course are challenged by the need for heavier than normal articulations on syncopated and
anticipated beats. In these many instances, the bowings have been marked to suggest the appropriate playing style. Often, these “licks” or short phrases will be repeated or sequenced.
Therefore, careful attention to these markings is highly recommended.
3. Rhythm. The jazz player performs in a group without a conductor. Therefore, an acute sense
of rhythm and careful listening is vital. Metronome practice is extremely important.
4. Alternative fingerings/positions. Alternative fingerings and positions have been noted on all
of this music. Although the notes are all accessible in 1st position, good tone, string crossings
and slurs are facilitated by the use of alternate positions.

Robert Barekyan
Robert Barekyan is a brilliant master violinist who has performed throughout the world. He was born in Baku,
Azerbaijan, where he studied at The Special Music School for Talented Children. He was a member of the Moscow State Symphony for 11 years, and currently is in demand as a performer, teacher and studio musician.
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Satin Fall
This, the first in our collection is a tune based on the chords of the big band standard of Duke
Ellington, “Satin Doll” from the 1950’s. Words were later added by Johnny Mercer and this piece
remains a mainstay of many jazz musicians to this day.
First thing to notice is the swing symbol in the tempo marking section. Although not always,
this is often included in music to be played by pit orchestras and other non-jazz ensembles. The
piece begins with an introduction in heavily articulated style such as the trumpet section of an 18
piece swing band would do. Satin Fall is an A-A-B-A-tune. That is, there are four sections of eight
bars which adds up to thirty two bars total. A-1 starts on bar 9 and is the main melody of the song
with the eighth bar ending in a half cadence which repeats back to A-2. This section is a repeat of A1 except the eighth or final bar of the section, (2nd ending) ends in a full cadence, the tonic or “key”
chord. Following the A sections is the B section or bridge. The bridge is followed by the re-cap of
the A section or A-3. This completes the 32 bar tune. The complete 32 bar tune is called The Head.
The arrangement is four choruses long. Please notice the up-slur line on the “A” in the second
measure. These and their opposite drop-off lines are fairly common in written jazz arrangements.
The licks in measures 59-60 are sequenced one step higher in 61and 62. This device is utilized again
in the descending chromatic sequence of the turnaround in measures 65-66 which takes you back to
the beginning of the chords and the improv solos, choruses two and three. In this arrangement after
the piano solo, you trade 4’s with the drums on the two “A-phrases” of chorus four. This brings us
to the bridge or B section for the last time. Make sure to emphasize the dynamics here. The final “A
phrase”, the 3 times tag and final coda complete this arrangement.
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New Bossa
For over thirty years after 1960, the music industry was dominated by rock and roll. Musicians
would joke that jazz was a “four letter word”. In this environment with the exception of a few
movie themes, only a handful of non rock tunes ever reached the airwaves and became hits. One of
theses was the 1965 hit, “The Girl From Ipanema” sung by Astrude Gilberto with an engrossing
tenor sax solo by the jazz great, Stan Goetz.
The Brazilian bossa nova style enjoyed some popularity in mainstream pop music for a few
months then was replaced by the usual “Beatles, Stones, Monkeys, Apes”, and whatever the tune de
-jour was for that week. However, the Brazilian rhythms have stayed in the jazz idiom and become
an important part of the musician library. One of the bossa tunes that is played regularly is the tune:
Blue Bossa. Our version is called New Bossa and is structured with the same chord changes as its
namesake.
Most of the Latin rhythm tunes utilize straight eighth notes instead of swing eighths so you
don’t have to worry about making each eighth note grouping into triplets. However, this makes the
accenting and slurring all the more important. Also, many phrases are anticipated as in swing.
These anticipated first and third beats, (2& and 4&) are usually accented.
As a young music student in the mid-1860’s, I, like my colleagues, found it difficult to not turn
the time around when attempting to play the Brazilian tunes, (not play 1 and 3 on 2 and 4), let alone
develop any kind of style. You may have a similar experience. The usual cross stick bossa beat as
played by dance band drummers is:

We have used the more complex and exciting random snare drum patterns the way a jazz or
Latin player would.
The New Bossa is a two-part, or A-B, tune with an eight bar A section and a subordinate B section. A moderate amount of articulation and bowing that allows the tune to flow is recommended.
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About the Author
Stanley M. Seale was born and raised in North Hollywood, California. As a young man, it didn’t
take long for him to be recognized as a musical prodigy, and eventually become one of the finest and
most accomplished talents of our time. Stan is known by his peers for his professionalism and unyielding work ethic in addition to his exceptional skill as a musician, arranger, producer and composer. And despite the demands on his time, Stan is always willing to be involved in projects to help
children.
The following are just some of the many musical projects and educational pursuits Stan has been
involved in:
•

Played French Horn in the North Hollywood High School Orchestra

•

Played and studied organ at the Hollywood Methodist Church

•

Attended Los Angeles Valley College

•

Performed for the “I Love Lucy” Desi Arnez Jr. Little Rickie’s Combo.
He played piano and Desi Jr. played drums. The show originally
aired in the 1960’s and syndication has kept it alive ever since

•

First call musician with local 47 Musician’s Union

•

Student and teacher at Dixie College

•

Staff at Southern California Conservatory of Music

•

Performed with Sally and Sandy of the Lawrence Welk Show

•

Performed with the Clinger Sisters of the Smothers Brothers Show

•

Piano arranger for the Justus Brothers “Open Any Door” - 1975 Burbank, California for
Gordon Jump and Michael Wuergler of Disney Productions

•

Pianist and arranger for the Lettermen

•

Pianist, arranger and co-producer for Sun Shade ‘n Rain

•

Performed for USO tours in Vietnam from 1964 to 1965. He played for Frankie Lane

•

He also arranged music for the “Udy Sisters” - Twin Falls, Idaho.

•

He toured and produced records for Jimmy Dee of Guam and South Asia. They played for
the Jerry Lewis Telethon at the Sahara Hotel in Las Vegas, Nevada

•

Recorded with the group “The Delicate Balance” for Nico Records, which was formed with
Nick and Boris Vanoff of Hollywood Palace

•

Staff Pianist for Norwegian Cruise Lines

•

Arranger, and conductor for “Silverado” Children’s Chorus, St. George, Utah for 5 years

•

Teacher and recording engineer for Dan Whitley Music, Sandy and Draper, Utah
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Notable Youth Foundation
The Notable Youth Foundation is proud to sponsor “String Meets Swing.”
As a non-profit organization, our mission is to preserve the musical talent that exists within every
child. From private music instruction to exciting performance groups, we reach out to children in the
community who are in desperate need of the beauty that the arts can bring into their lives.
During the past two decades, the curricula of the public school system has undergone dramatic
changes. One of the most noticeable and tragic changes is the steady diminution of fine art and music
instruction on both the elementary and secondary school levels. Scholastic emphasis has shifted
strongly to favor mathematics and sciences in education.
While these are important areas of focus, the values taught and learned through musical instruction are sorely needed by our youth. Values such as: discipline, self-respect, self-confidence, cooperation and teamwork, respect for others, accountability, dedication and delayed gratification are just
some of the vital lessons that our children are missing every day because the performing arts are absent from their lives.
Children who are given an opportunity to belong to a positive group or to dedicate themselves to
a creative discipline are more likely to manifest their uniqueness through artistic expression rather
than self-destruction. In fact, studies even show that quality arts instruction heightens the learning
process by teaching literacy, improving reading skills and boosting memory retention.
However, there are other advantages that studies cannot show. Advantages such as: giving our
children a way to open the center or their creative souls, allowing them to express their feelings and
realize their dreams, and bringing light and hope back into their troubled lives.
Louis Armstrong, in trouble at age nine, was given a trumpet by his reform school. Albert Einstein, out of control and expelled from school in the first grade, was encouraged to play the violin by
his parents. The rest is history.
Over two thousand years ago, Plato said, "Music is a more potent instrument than any other for
education, and children should be taught music before anything else." Because our youth must increasingly seek outside sources of instruction in the performing arts, the arts are slowly disappearing
from their lives. Many families do not have the resources and/or the time to provide their children
with this important, enriching aspect of a well-rounded education. This is where we, The Notable
Youth Foundation, come into play.
We invite you to join in supporting our unique music program to benefit today’s youth. You can
participate by donating your time and talent, making a financial contribution, or becoming a sponsor.
Proceeds received from donations, services and performances are tax deductible and are used to provide children in need with musical instruments, lessons, and performance experiences. For more information and to get involved please visit: www.notableyouthfoundation.org.

Dan Whitley — Founder
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